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"A splendid collection...Eloquent, powerful, compassionate and droll. There is considerable

variety in the subjects she addresses....Compelling."THE CLEVELAND PLAIN

DEALERThinking out loud is what Anna Quindlen does best. A syndicated columnist with her

finger on the pulse of women's lives, and her heart in a place we all share, she writes about the

passions, politics, and peculiarities of Americans everywhere. From gays in the military, to the

race for First Lady, to the trials of modern motherhood and the right to choose, Anna

Quindlen's views always fascinate.More of her views can be found in LIVING OUT LOUD, and

OBJECT LESSONS.

From Publishers WeeklyConcerned as she is with all manner of conflicts between public and

private issues represented in this collection of essays from her syndicated New York Times op-

ed column, Quindlen ( Living Out Loud ) admits to viewing even non-feminist topics through

"the special lens of her gender." Sensitive to social and political trends and the "shifting sands

of geopolitics" that propel events, she points out their cost in human terms, especially as they

affect the excluded and abused. Violence, notes the author--sexual, racial or political,

performed by individuals or in groups as members of sports teams, gangs, police or the

military--is routinely glorified, whether in children's cartoons or adult soap operas. Equally

effective are Quindlen's always superbly controled commentaries on lying, bigotry and moral

hypocrisy among political, judiciary and religious leaders, and the cynical use of ideals to justify

military incursions. Author tour.Copyright 1993 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text

refers to the hardcover edition.From Library JournalPulitzer Prize-winning New York Times

columnist Quindlen introduces this collection of her recent Op-Ed pieces with Dorothy

Thompson's comment that her strength as a writer was from being "altogether female." The

same is definitely true of Quindlen, who says her husband once asked her, "Could you get up

and get me a beer without writing about it?" No, she can't; even though Quindlen no longer

writes the intensely personal "Life in the 30s" columns (collected in Living Out Loud , Random,

1988), her new "Public and Private" columns are just that: discussions of world events as seen

through her prism as wife, mother, and woman. This dual perspective has both pleased and

infuriated readers, who may question whether a discussion of Jo March as heroine deserves to

be part of "all the news that's fit to print." Still, Quindlen has offered a welcome human voice to

the Times pages, and some of her best columns--her courageous condemnation of her own

paper's decision to print the name of the woman in the William Kennedy rape trial, for instance--

prove that. Essential for any journalism collection, this will be enjoyed by general readers also.

Previewed in Prepub Alert, LJ 12/92.- Judy Quinn, "Incentive," New YorkCopyright 1993 Reed

Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From Kirkus ReviewsIn her

second collection of New York Times pieces, Quindlen (Object Lessons, 1991, etc.) lets loose

with her trademark intelligence, fervor, and personal focus on topics ranging from the Gulf War

through absent fathers to the controversy over abortion. ``But is it really necessary for you to

wear your gender on your sleeve?,'' an eager young journalist once asked the author. Citing

her role model, editorialist Dorothy Thompson (who when told she had ``the brains of a man''

insisted she was ``altogether female''), Quindlen reiterates her belief that she owes it to herself,

to the female reporters who broke ground for her generation at the Times, and to her readers

to comment on world events from her underrepresented and valuable female viewpoint. Writing



with greater maturity and depth than in her ``Life in the 30s'' column (Living Out Loud, 1988),

she confidently proceeds to filter the abortion issue through her own experience as a Catholic

mother of three; consider euthanasia from the perspective of a dying man's wife; observe her

daughter's second birthday while considering that women as a whole still earn less than men;

mull over the premature revelation of Arthur Ashe's case of AIDS from the point of view of a

seasoned reporter; and lambast the Times, as a journalist and a woman, for revealing the

name of the alleged rape victim in the William Kennedy Smith trial. Whimsical moments appear

sporadically (Quindlen predicts the next movie blockbuster, Mom Alone), but rage surfaces

more frequently from this woman writing in what she--perhaps optimistically--calls ``a world in

which we can wear our gender on our sleeves.'' ``I'd love to run your column, but we already

run Ellen Goodman,'' one newspaper editor candidly told Quindlen. Until the quota increases

past one, here's a way for more readers to fall in love with at least one woman's very personal

brand of passion. -- Copyright ©1993, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --This text

refers to the hardcover edition.Review“America’s resident sane person.”—The New York

Times“Anna Quindlen’s beat is life, and she’s one hell of a terrific reporter.”—SUSAN

ISAACS“[Quindlen’s] range is wide. . . . She breaks new ground and brings passion, intellect,

and light to the subjects. . . . Quindlen’s collection is a pleasure to read.”—The Houston

Post“Always insightful, rooted in everyday experience and common sense . . . Quindlen is so

good that even when you disagree with what she says, you still love the way she says it.”—

People“A SPLENDID COLLECTION . . . Eloquent, powerful, compassionate, and droll . . .

There is considerable variety in the subjects she addresses.”—The Cleveland Plain

Dealer“THANK GOODNESS FOR ANNA QUINDLEN. [She] is smart. And compassionate. And

witty. And wise.”—Detroit Free Press“Every woman who is struggling to do what is best for

herself and her family, despite overwhelming resistance from the members of that little clique

and constant undermining by the world at large, will find at least one laugh on every page of

this wise, tongue-in-cheek volume. . . . Enjoy!”—Chattanooga TimesFrom the Inside Flapndid

collection...Eloquent, powerful, compassionate and droll. There is considerable variety in the

subjects she addresses....Compelling."<br>THE CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER<br>Thinking

out loud is what Anna Quindlen does best. A syndicated columnist with her finger on the pulse

of women's lives, and her heart in a place we all share, she writes about the passions, politics,

and peculiarities of Americans everywhere. From gays in the military, to the race for First Lady,

to the trials of modern motherhood and the right to choose, Anna Quindlen's views always

fascinate.<br>More of her views can be found in LIVING OUT LOUD, and OBJECT

LESSONS.<br><br><br><i>From the Trade Paperback edition.</i> --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.From the PublisherSome years ago I had the opportunity to meet Anna

Quindlen at a sales conference. She is one of the most charming and genuine people I've met

in my publishing career. Of course I expected nothing less, since I had long been a die-hard fan

of her regular column in the New York Times. These collected columns are a snapshot of all

our lives during the early 1990's. Filled with wonderful imagery and the hopes and dreams she

and her husband have for their children, the reader discovers that these columns speak to us

all.-- Sue Miller, National Accounts Manager --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From AudioFileFor readers of Anna Quindlen's award-winning column, "Thinking Out

Loud" on audiotape is a treat. Her eloquent reading of selected columns is preceded simply by

the date of its publication. Quindlen's voice takes the listener through a review of America's

recent history, allowing time for reflection. Some of the topics she's chosen are her career,

Anita Hill, the military, homosexuality, motherhood and parental responsibility. The sincerity of

her own personal struggles with the issues of the past decade is evident in her tone and



inflection. Once again she reaches her stated goal, "Not to make readers think like me, but to

make them think." K.D.P. (c)AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.THE OLD

BLOCKMay 17, 1992 The block on which my father grew up half a century ago is a truncated

little street that leads nowhere. If it were a foot or two narrower, the map makers might have

called it an alley. The houses are identical two-story attached brick buildings with bay windows

on the top floor, an overobvious attempt at grandeur. In this quiet backwater in the

southwestern part of the city the children of Irish-Catholic families played in the late afternoons

after they had changed from their parochial school uniforms. A police officer walked by twice a

day, talking to the people he knew so well. My father remembers that in one fifteen-minute span

when he was eight years old he was hit by four people to whom he was not related: the cop;

the neighbor whose window he drew upon with spit; the priest who saw him messing with a

statue, and the nun who saw the priest whack him and “wanted to second the emotion. So he

grew. Today the kids on the block are black. The house where the seven Quindlen children

were raised, the boys packed two to a bed, has long been empty. The small setback porch is

still covered with debris from the fire that gutted the building several years ago. There is

plywood nailed over the glassless windows and the doorless doorway. This was a prosperous

neighborhood, a way station to something better. Today it is a poor one, a dead end. Charred

interiors are common. So are crime, drugs, and a sense of going nowhere.Since L.A. burst into

flames we have cast a net of blame in our search for those who abandoned America’s

cities. The answer is simple. We did. Over my lifetime prosperity in America has been

measured in moving vans, backyards and the self-congratulatory remark “I can’t remember the

last time I went to the city.” America became a circle of suburbs surrounding an increasingly

grim urban core. In the beginning there was a synergy between the two; we took the train to the

city to work and shop, then fled as the sun went down. But by the 1970s we no longer needed

to shop there because of the malls. And by the 1980s we no longer had to work there because

of the now-you-see-it rise of industrial parks and office complexes. Pseudo-cities grew up, built

of chrome, glass, and homogeneity. Half of America now lives in the ’burbs. We abandoned

America’s cities. Ronald Reagan and George Bush did, too, and so did many Democrats, truth

be told. And they’re going to have to ante up now. But it’s not enough anymore to let those boys

take all the responsibility. They don’t carry it well enough. I understand how Eugene Lang felt

when he gave a speech at his old grade school and, overwhelmed by the emptiness of words,

offered all the students in the class a chance to go to college. I’ve heard the argument that Mr.

Lang’s largesse takes government off the hook. But I bet it’s not compelling for kids who might

have gone down the drain if one man hadn’t remembered where he came from, before he

moved on to someplace greener, richer, better. Over the years I’ve heard about sister-city

programs between places here and places abroad, places like Minsk or Vienna. Pen pals.

Cultural exchange. Volunteer philanthropy. And all the while, twenty minutes away from the

suburbs are cultures and lives and problems about which we are shamefully ignorant. I like the

sister-city concept. Short Hills and Newark. South-central L.A. and Simi Valley. Both sides

benefit. The pols will lose interest in the cities again soon enough, because so many city

residents are poor and powerless and not white. It would be nice to think of Congress as the

home of idealists, but thinking like that makes you feel awfully foolish. America’s cities will

prosper when America’s prosperous citizens demand it. When they remember their roots. I’ve

walked many times down blocks like the one on which my father grew up. I’ve been a poverty

tourist with a notebook, but I never felt ashamed of it until now. On that little street were the

ghosts of the people who brought me into being and the flesh-and-blood kids who will be my



children’s companions in the twenty-first century. You could tell by their eyes that they couldn’t

figure out why I was there. They were accustomed to being ignored, even by the people who

had once populated their rooms. And as long as that continues, our cities will burst and burn,

burst and burn, over and over again. A CHANGING WORLDMay 20, 1990 These are dark days

for the boys of Bensonhurst. Their world is fading as fast as the summer sun over the city some

of their fathers and grandfathers helped build. They are angry the way people are angry when

they see a sure thing slipping through their fingers. Life was easier a generation ago. They

graduated from high school, or maybe they didn’t. It didn’t really matter, because someone

from the family or the neighborhood could get them into the union or the civil service, could find

them a job working construction or picking up trash. A couple of blocks away would be the girl

pretty, with hair and eyes as dark as the subway tunnels, and then there would be the wedding,

and later the kids. She would serve dinner on a tray table in front of the television if the game

was on, or keep it warm if the boys wanted to get together to play a little ball. She did shirts just

right. Looking good was the thing when the day’s grime was scrubbed away. That has not

changed. Looking good is still important. Keith Mondello never had a hair out of place during

his trial. Just looking at him you could hear the blow dryer going. Joey Fama was found guilty of

murder. Keith Mondello beat the big charges but was convicted of being part of a riot. When the

riot was over, a black kid named Yusuf Hawkins was dead on the Bensonhurst sidewalk. They

said afterward that it ruined the Feast of Santa Rosalia. The people of Bensonhurst will tell you

the boys were protecting the neighborhood. Common sense will tell you that it doesn’t take

forty guys with baseball bats to protect a city street from four teenagers looking to buy a used

car. It doesn’t take a gun. Maybe what they were after wasn’t Yusuf Hawkins at all but

everything he represented. The lives the boys of Bensonhurst were banking on are as dead as

Drexel Burnham Lambert, and for some of the same reasons. They liked to think they were

tops in their neighborhood, and their neighborhood was tops in the city, and the city was the

greatest in America, and America was the leader of the world. All ashes. America limps along,

a superpower that, like a star high-school athlete grown middle-aged, ate too much but didn’t

exercise. It carries a paunch of second-rateness. The girls that were once compliant talk back.

They go out to work, and some of them even like it. The jobs aren’t there anymore. The boys

don’t like to talk of slow housing starts or municipal cutbacks. They talk of how the jobs were all

given away to blacks and Hispanics. Last week in Bensonhurst one of the delis put a picture of

a watermelon in the window. While the trial was going on, a study was released showing that,

after blacks and Hispanics, Italian kids are most likely to drop out of school in New York. This

came as a surprise to academia, but not to Bensonhurst. The kids who go to college move

away, from the neighborhood and from their families, and that’s no good. When you say these

things people will say you are anti-Italian, but ethnicity is beside the point. The boys of

Bensonhurst have cousins all over America, from Irish-American boys in parts of Boston to

good old boys in small towns down South. They were given to understand that they were

better, not because they were smart or capable, but just because they were white men in a

world that hated anyone who wasn’t. And then the world changed. But they didn’t. A black kid

died in Bensonhurst, and someone killed him. You could argue that the whole block did it,

although Mayor Dinkins refused to countenance group guilt. But these are places where people

keep watch on the street, and as surely as someone is going to give my kids hell if they step off

the curb on my block, someone watched the mob and they’ve kept quiet about it all this time.

And they always will. This is the code of the boys, wherever they live: Take care of your own.

No matter what. Keeping the code, and the illusion of superiority, becomes harder every day.

The economy is in the toilet, buying a house seems forever out of reach, and even when you



get a job, you turn around and the guy next to you is black. Yusuf Hawkins died fast on the

pavement. The world of the boys of Bensonhurst, the world they try to protect by any means

possible, will waste away and die more slowly. But it will not survive to convince another

generation of its own superiority, an illusory arrogance that someone thought worth killing for. --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAnna Quindlen is a

novelist and journalist whose work has appeared on fiction, nonfiction, and self-help bestseller

lists. She is the author of eight novels: Object Lessons, One True Thing, Black and Blue,

Blessings, Rise and Shine, Every Last One, Still Life with Bread Crumbs, and Miller’s Valley.

Her memoir Lots of Candles,Plenty of Cake, published in 2012, was a number one New York

Times bestseller. Her book A Short Guide to a Happy Life has sold more than a million copies.

While a columnist at The New York Times she won the Pulitzer Prize and published two

collections, Living Out Loud and Thinking Out Loud. Her Newsweek columns were collected in

Loud and Clear. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back Cover"A

splendid collection...Eloquent, powerful, compassionate and droll. There is considerable variety

in the subjects she addresses....Compelling."THE CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALERThinking out

loud is what Anna Quindlen does best. A syndicated columnist with her finger on the pulse of

women's lives, and her heart in a place we all share, she writes about the passions, politics,

and peculiarities of Americans everywhere. From gays in the military, to the race for First Lady,

to the trials of modern motherhood and the right to choose, Anna Quindlen's views always

fascinate.More of her views can be found in LIVING OUT LOUD, and OBJECT LESSONS. --

This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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More praise forThinking Out Loud“Quindlen deserves her place on the masthead, has earned

her Prize, and even sounds like somebody who would be fun to have to dinner.… Much of the

pleasure is in the writing—[her] ability to turn a deft phrase, to notice the telling detail, to put a

wry spin on a subject.”—Boston Sunday Herald“Ms. Quindlen has mastered—mistressed?—a

thoughtful, argumentative style that neatly sidesteps the criticisms usually leveled at feminist

writers. She is neither strident nor shrill. But she also knows that ‘please’ is not always

necessary.”—The Baltimore Sun“Taken individually, these pieces are short commentaries on

news events or issues of the day; seen as a whole, they constitute a history of the conflicts and

ironies that have characterized the turbulence of the past few years.… Always there is

Quindlen’s incisive use of language, her quick wit, and her ability to see the private effect of the

most public of deeds.”—The San Diego Union-Tribune“Quindlen writes with rare insight,

intelligence, and wit. Most of all she writes from the heart.… Whatever the issue, whatever the

emotion, Quindlen’s ‘thinking out loud’ is worth a careful listen. Long may she type.”—The

Buffalo NewsThis book contains an excerpt from the forthcoming edition of Loud and Clear by

Anna Quindlen. This excerpt has been set for this edition only and may not reflect the final

content of the forthcoming edition.A Ballantine BookPublished by The Random House

Publishing GroupCopyright © 1993 by Anna QuindlenExcerpt from Loud and Clear by Anna

Quindlen copyright © 2004 by Anna QuindlenAll rights reserved under International and Pan-

American Copyright Conventions. Published in the United States by The Random House

Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New York, and simultaneously in Canada

by Random House of Canada Limited, Toronto.This edition published by arrangement with

Random House, Inc.All of the essays that appear in this work were originally published on the

Op-Ed page of The New York Times, from 1990 through 1992. Copyright © 1990, 1991, 1992

by The New York Times Company. Reprinted by permission.Library of Congress Catalog Card

Number: 93-90547v3.1_r1My advice to the women of America is to raise more hell and fewer

dahlias.—WILLIAM ALLEN WHITEContentsCoverTitle PageCopyrightEpigraph“Altogether

Female”—An IntroductionUNSOLICITED OPINIONSThe Old BlockA Changing WorldThe

Great White MythTyson Is Not MagicTo Defray ExpensesAcross the DivideErin Go BrawlNo

Closet SpaceWith Extreme PrejudiceEvan’s Two MomsMoving the Furniture AroundRoom at

the InnNo Place Like HomeSomalia’s PlaguesSeeking a Sense of ControlA Time to DieJustice

and MercyParental RitesBelieve in MagicFoul PlayJournalism 2001Suffer the Little ChildrenA

MistakeKIDS AND ANIMALSThe Days of Gilded RigatoniSuicide SolutionCradle to GraveWith

Babies on BoardRabbit PunchAnother Kid in the KitchenMen at WorkThe Waiting ListMom

AloneBabes in ToylandMommy DimmestNaughty and NiceEnough BookshelvesMr. Smith

Goes to HeavenON THE NEWSJustice for the Next CenturyThe Blank SlateListen to UsAn

American TragedyThe Perfect VictimThe Trouble with TeddyThe Invasion VacationSummer’s

SoldiersNew World At WarThe Questions ContinueIn the Shadow of WarPersonallyThe Back

FenceThe Domestic FrontRegrets OnlyReservations Not AcceptedThe Microwave WarNo

There ThereJust Say YesAdvantage, Mr. ClintonGender ContenderAll of These You AreThe

Two Faces of EveThe Fourth WallOne View Fits AllRumor Has ItA Place Called

HopeWOMEN’S RITESThe Abortion AccountMom, Dad, and AbortionThe Nuns’

StoryOffensive PlayRust, Roe, and RealityHidden AgendasThe Abortion OrphansAt the

ClinicsHearts and MindsOne VoteThe Truth TellingNo More WaitingBears with FurnitureDirt

and DignityThe Cement FloorA Team DreamHeroine AddictionRebels Without a ClueGetting a

Second WindMs. PresidentNot about BreastsContradictionsThe Glass Half



EmptyDedicationAcknowledgmentsOther Books by This AuthorAbout the

Author“ALTOGETHER FEMALE”—An IntroductionOne afternoon in Denver a young reporter

came to interview me about a novel I had written. But the talk soon turned to my opinion

column in The New York Times, since, like half the young reporters in the business, this one

wanted to be a columnist someday. (The other half want to be executive editor.) “But is it really

necessary,” he asked after some preliminaries, “for you to wear your gender on your

sleeve?”For a moment I thought about telling him where my gender really resided, but he

seemed pleasant and earnest and I didn’t want to embarrass him. Besides, although he’d

worded it in a peculiar fashion, his question was one I’d been asked often, by colleagues,

friends, critics, and readers. Truth to tell, it was a question I’d asked myself for a long, long

time.Half a century ago Dorothy Thompson, perhaps the best-known woman to fill a column of

type on any paper’s Op-Ed page, complained about being habitually told she had “the brains of

a man.” Her strength, she insisted, was “altogether female.”(Miss Thompson, who at the time

was writing three columns a week, touring the lecture circuit, and being touted as the second

most powerful woman in the country after Eleanor Roosevelt, laid it on a bit thick when she

added, “I wish somebody would say that I am a hell of a good housewife, that the food by me is

swell, that I am almost a perfect wife.…”)But her complaints underscore a question that has

been with me since 1990, when I became the third woman to write a column on the Times Op-

Ed page. Is it part of the modern mission of a woman columnist to be somehow overtly female

in print?The answer might not have been yes a half century ago, when Miss Thompson was

assigned to produce a “cozy woman-to-woman chat,” a “chat” that became one of the most

influential columns in the country on the state of the world and the nation. And the answer may

not be yes a half century from now, when the idea of gender specificity may seem quaint. My

predecessors at The New York Times, Anne O’Hare McCormick and Flora Lewis, were both

women with extraordinary expertise in geopolitics; they could have written under their first

initials without any clue to their sex being contained witiin their copy. My successors might well

be women who air their opinions in an atmosphere so egalitarian that making much of being a

woman is superfluous.But right here, right now, I believe it is not only possible but critical, not

only useful but illuminating, for a woman writing an opinion column to bring to her work the

special lens of her gender.I am one of those people who have loved newspapers all their lives,

loved the smell of them, the feel of them, especially loved the idea of all those reporters, out on

the streets and at their desks and phones, discovering first what’s what and whipping it, every

day, into some coherent version of instant history. I love the chaos and the cacophony of

newsrooms, with their barracks sprawl and utter lack of privacy. When I first started working at

home, I was amused by the sympathy the arrangement evoked in people who said it must be

so hard to write with kids around. Trust me: a preschool is less noisy than a fair-sized city room

any day of the week.I grew up in the newspaper business, went from eighteen and covering

demonstrations against the Vietnam War to thirty-one and visiting abortion clinics under siege.

I was a city columnist when New York was in a period of extraordinary flux and an editor when

the Times was in a period of flux too, trying to re-create itself in a changing market.Those

changes were good ones because, although I had long loved newspapers, even I had

sometimes felt that the events contained in them were somehow other, the sort of things that

happened to other people, the kinds of things about which the people we accost at the scenes

of tragedies say, “I never thought something like this could happen to me.” When I first began

working in the newspaper business, I was hard-pressed to find myself between the pages of

the papers for which I worked.I don’t mean my literal self: I believed then fervently in the idea

that I was meant to be hidden from the reader, a byline without a face, a voyeur without a point



of view. But I could not find approximations of my life, either. There were murders and Senate

bills and press conferences and White House briefings and Vietnam casualties and Russian

evasions. But those of us looking for reflections of our own lives, our problems and

relationships and constant concerns, found them more often in fiction than in the daily

newspaper. We women had a section of our own, supposedly, called the woman’s section, but

in small papers it seemed to consist largely of recipes, sewing patterns, and Dear Abby or Ann

Landers, and in larger and more sophisticated newspapers there was a good deal about

couture and the Beautiful People, the kind of people I had no opportunity or desire to meet.Our

dissatisfaction with the impersonality of newspapers was not a new phenomenon. In 1944 a

writer named Charles Fisher derided that impersonality in a book called The Columnists: A

Surgical Survey. The introduction argues that a newspaper once carried the personal stamp of

its publisher but that that had changed. “The great portion of the American press has been

congealed for years in a pattern which is admirably useful and impeccably dull,” Mr. Fisher

wrote. “There isn’t much in most successful American newsapers to excite living interest, or

affection, or dislike.”The lack of what would “excite living interest,” noteworthy in 1944, had

become critical forty years later because of great changes in journalism and in society. Mr.

Fisher could argue that the EXTRA! that went out when great events took place had a

homogenized sameness because of the caution of publishers and the rise of the wire services.

But those of us in the business in the 1980s knew that that EXTRA! was often as worthy of an

exclamation point as the weather report. Television beat us to so many of the biggest stories,

just by being able to be there, with the few words and pictures it takes to communicate the

simple existence of a space-shuttle explosion, a jury verdict, a death, a birth. The ascendancy

of cable channels meant that news was on the air as it happened, twenty-four hours a day.

Hampered by our deadlines, by the simple fact that a newspaper lands on most people’s

doorsteps a good twelve hours after the evening news, we tried to rise to each occasion with

better in-depth coverage, more analysis and background, the kind of thing that time constraints

usually demand that television do incompletely, if at all.There was no doubt, at the tail end of

the twentieth century, that newspapers were going to have to change. And part of that change

was driven by a larger change in society. Fifty years ago America had its papers to tell it what

Franklin Roosevelt and Adolf Hitler were doing, and what Walter Lippmann and Dorothy

Thompson thought they ought to be doing. The country had back fences to discuss the

shortcomings of children, the problems in marriage, the scandals down the street. Perhaps in

the last ten years newspapers have become back fences for people, now that so many of the

old back fences are gone.Certainly The New York Times that I joined in 1977 is now a very

different newspaper. During my first fifteen years we added sections called “Living” and “Home,”

features on child rearing and personal fitness, columns about what it felt like to be female and

what it felt like to be male. (It is testimony to how some of us felt about the contents of the

paper that when the “About Men” column was inaugurated, we whispered, “Why? The whole

paper is about men.”) There are still jokes that the computers automatically obliterate

adjectives, but the truth is that there are more adjectives than ever before. Readers needed

something different from us than we had once given them in the who-what-when-where-why

days. We tried to provide it.I felt the change most keenly when I worked out a long maternity

leave after the birth of my second child by signing on to write a column called “Life in the 30s.”

In his book, Charles Fisher suggests that the rise of the newspaper pundit—and it is difficult to

overestimate how powerful and influential people like Miss Thompson, Mr. Lippmann and

others like them were during their heyday—was an attempt to give a determinedly human voice

to journalism gone bland as tapioca. The column I wrote for three years was, no doubt about it,



written in a determinedly female voice, and it was considerably off the usual news. In some

ways its very existence mirrored the changes in our business.While my colleagues on the Op-

Ed page were dissecting the Reagan administration, the state of the Soviet Union, and the

state of the National League, I was writing about our two young sons and the world contained

within the four walls of our house. Alice Roosevelt Longworth once described Dorothy

Thompson as “the only woman in history who has had her menopause in public and made it

pay.” On a much smaller scale, I did the same with my kids. It was a wonderful opportunity to

combine work and family, work I was proud of and a family that eventually grew to three young

children. And it was an opportunity for the paper to make a statement, too, to show readers that

amid the foreign news, the stock market tables and the television reviews there was room for

one woman’s thoughts on the quieter moments. When people would carp about taking up

space in The New York Times with my memories of Halloween, I had a flippant reply: “They

didn’t cut back the Moscow bureau for this.” What I meant was that we could be all things to all

people, and that there were great things taking place in our kitchens as well as in the Kremlin.

This justified my professional existence, but I also believed it, believed that if newspapers were

going to survive and thrive in a television age they were going to have to use their gift of words

in ways they had not considered before.I found the relentless self-exposure of “Life in the 30s”

wearing, and in some ways it was a great relief, packing it in after three years, being able to be

with my children without thinking Can I use that? when one of them said something telling. I

wrote the last column the week after our daughter, Maria, was born, and it ended with the

words “Sometimes it is time to examine your life. And sometimes it is time to just live it. Today I

embrace the unexamined life.…” And I meant it.And then I was offered an Op-Ed page column,

perhaps the best job The New York Times has to offer one of its writers. The unexamined life

went into the storage closet with Maria’s stretchies and crib sheets.There were many reasons

to want this job, but the fact that I am a woman was not inconsequential. When I first

interviewed for a job as a reporter at the Times, fifteen years ago, the managing editor, a kind,

rather dolorous-looking man with wavy hair the color of pewter, asked me what my ambition

was. I said I wanted to be a general-assignment reporter, one of that great mass of people

assigned to no one thing in particular, called up to the desk whenever a plane crashes or a pol

speaks or an editor simply has a brilliant idea.Yes, he said, he understood that that was the job

I was interviewing for, but what did I ultimately want to do? It occurred to me that, for some

reason, being a city reporter was not considered a worthy ambition in this big building on Forty-

third Street. Remembering the biographical material about him that I’d read the night before, I

said that I wanted to be Bonn bureau chief, Germany having been one of his foreign

assignments. His face lit up. “How is your German?” he asked. “Not great,” I replied, since the

only German I knew consisted of the names of casserole dishes. When he passed me on to

the executive editor, I told him I wanted to cover Poland; I knew he had won his Pulitzer in

Warsaw.For some months I thought my clever duplicity and my prose accounted for my job

offer, since I was in no way a Timesman, being twenty-four, relatively inexperienced, and, of

course, a woman. And then at some point I got it; I realized that that was exactly why I had

gotten hired in the first place—because I was a woman.That fact has shaped my life at the

Times ever since. It has affected the responsibilities I feel toward my colleagues, toward the

paper and its readers.In 1974 six women at the Times brought a class-action suit against the

paper, charging that women were not being paid, hired, or promoted in parity with men.

Between that time and the time the suit was settled in 1978, the Times hired a number of

women in all departments, including me. While the collective memory of those events faded as

the years went on, except in the minds of those who were courageous enough to bring the suit



in the first place, the effects remained for women in general and for me in particular. In 1981,

when I became the first woman to write the “About New York” column on a regular basis, and

again in 1983, when I became deputy metropolitan editor, the first woman in that position, I

was keenly aware that I was the beneficiary of other people’s courage.But when I began to

write “Life in the 30s” I became aware of something else, something that marked a great shift in

the women’s movement during its second decade. And that was the difference, in all

businesses as well as in my own, between the choices made by men and women.I don’t simply

mean in the more obvious ways, although I knew that my decision to ditch a promising

management career because I had two children in two years was seen as distinctly—and

incredibly—female. I mean in more everyday attitudes. Like some of my female colleagues, I

was more interested in writing about the small moments in people’s lives than in covering a

presidential press conference. Like some of my female colleagues, I found standard journalistic

forms limited, even though those hard-news page-one stories were often the stuff of which

advancement was made.It was a chicken-egg argument—after all, many of us had long been

relegated to covering the small moments, the color instead of the news; many of us had been

placed in back-of-the-book positions where a more literary style and looser construction were

tolerated. In our determination during the seventies to be treated equally, we wanted to be sent

to cover the White House, the Supreme Court, the wars. But as time went by we began to feel

freer to discuss differences within the context of being treated fairly and equitably. We began to

admit that some of what we had once covered about home and hearth still moved us as

reporters, that we believed writing about those matters was as important for readers as the

world events we had been offering them on page one.What happened to women in the

newspaper business is what happened to women in so many other places, too. Once we stood

shoulder to shoulder with our male colleagues we decided that some of what they did was

tedious and some of it was ill conceived. The Supreme Court was an interesting beat, but not if

you didn’t know much about the character, alliances, and backgrounds of the men and woman

who served as Supreme Court justices. The White House required more than covering press

conferences. It required a sense of texture, of personality, of the personal interplay that no

press-conference coverage provides.The irony of the role of women in my business, and in so

many other places, too, was that while we began by demanding that we be allowed to mimic

the ways of men, we wound up knowing we would have to change those ways. Not only

because those ways were not like ours, but because they simply did not work. The newspapers

that Mr. Fisher described as dull and homogenized in 1944 were written overwhelmingly by

white men, for white men, and so they did not reflect the communities or the concerns of so

many of us. And they were written to a formula that said the facts were the only thing. In our

hearts and our minds, too, we knew that simply wasn’t so.If male was hard news and female

was features—and in many papers, for a long time, that was exactly how matters of gender

broke down—the newspapers of the twenty-first century would clearly have to be more female.

Less other, more back fence. Either that, or they would perish in the twenty-four-hour glow of

the television screen.I thought a good deal about all of this when I became an Op-Ed-page

columnist and had to decide how I would fit in among the six distinguished male journalists

with whom I shared the page. I carried with me a legacy from “Life in the 30s,” and it was

overwhelmingly a legacy of criticism. The feeling about that column on the part of some of my

colleagues was that it was too personal, too particular, and too stereotypically feminine—that

is, too obsessed with child rearing and relationships. I had strayed a long way from a notion of

objectivity which said that the reader should know no more about me than my name. I now had

readers who knew how much weight I’d gained during my pregnancies and what I wore to bed



at night.I was not going to reprise that on the Op-Ed page, a place in the paper that took itself

a good deal more seriously than the style section in which my previous column had appeared.

But if the notion of objectivity seemed suspect to me even in news stories, it seemed

preposterous in an opinion column. In this line of work, biography is destiny. It would not serve

the reader if William Safire pretended he had not once worked in the Nixon White House;

instead he uses his memories and connections from those days to bring us some of the best

columns that appear on the page.An undeniable part, perhaps the largest part of my biography,

is that I am a woman. Would it serve the reader for me to write about abortion without having

as my underlying premise the fact that I could be, in fact had been, pregnant? Would it serve to

talk about parental leave legislation without bringing to the discussion, tacitly or overtly, the fact

that I am a working mother? I did not think so.But as time went by I realized the issues raised

by a world view largely shaped by gender went deeper than that. The standard view of the

columnist is of the Voice of God, intoning the last word on any subject: Capital punishment is

wrong. Abortion is a woman’s right. The point is the conclusion. This seems to me essentially

uninteresting, this preaching to the converted, this emphasis on product rather than on

process. From the beginning it seemed to me that the point was not to make readers think like

me. It was to make them think.Some readers thought this was stereotypically female, a gender-

based avoidance of strong opinions, while others thought that my use of personal vignettes to

make a point about public policy was unseemly and even bad for women. In other words, the

standard set by male columnists, which had for many years been one that eschewed both

doubt and the introduction of the personal into the political arena, was to be the standard set

for all. Never mind that that standard was in conflict with the real world, where most of our

readers had conflicting and confusing opinions about cutting-edge issues and brought their

personal experiences almost automatically to their considerations of public policy. That was

merely human; the columnist was to be somehow superhuman, preternaturally sure of himself,

unusually able to separate his view of the world and the world of his home.But even when I had

strong opinions and left my children out of them, there were those who thought they were

inevitably connected with my sex, and perhaps they were right. There was the reader who

hated my pacifist columns in opposition to the Gulf war. “If you were a real man,” he wrote,

“you’d understand why we need to be there.” On the other hand, being a real woman was

invaluable in certain situations. During the Anita Hill hearings, charges of sexual harassment in

high places and the gender blindness of the United States Senate cried out not for a purely

intellectual response but for righteous indignation as well, and for a feminist perspective. It

seems to me that a dry intellectual discussion of a rape case on my part not only would be

boring but would be, in some clear sense, a lie. There are issues about which I not only think

but also feel. And yet standard operating procedure has been to bring the mind but not the

heart to the table of public discourse. I had to wonder why. Is thought always more telling than

emotion? Is the territory of the heart always secondary to that of the mind?Or is it possible that

we devalue certain ways of looking at the world because we have come to believe, for

whatever reason, that those ways are the purview of women?And what would it mean if six

women brought a lawsuit against their newspaper for equality, and one of the visible results of

that lawsuit was a woman doing a bad imitation of a man twice a week on the Op-Ed page?

When I was a girl my admiration for Dorothy Thompson had something to do with the fact that

she wrote her column in bed, drinking black coffee, and dictating to a secretary. But when I

reread her columns as a grown woman far less enamored of working in a supine position, what

struck me was her willingness to write about the Third Reich one day and her nasturtiums the

next. There is no contradiction between her power, her influence, her hreadth of knowledge



and interest, and her contention that she was “altogether female.” Clearly she had settled the

issue of emotion vs. intellect within her own mind. Of a collection of her columns entitled Let

the Record Speak, one reviewer wrote, “Dorothy Thompson writes fierily. Sometimes she

seems to write almost hysterically.… She gets mad. She pleads; she denounces. And the result

is that where the intellectualized columns of her colleagues fade when pressed between the

leaves of a book, these columns still ring.”In a speech in 1939 she said:“One cannot exist today

as a person—one cannot exist in full consciousness—without having to have a showdown with

one’s self, without having to define what it is that one lives by, without being clear in one’s own

mind what matters and what does not matter.” They were words of clear guidance for me from

a more experienced woman when I began to write the Op-Ed column we named “Public &

Private.”Now, three years later, the words that speak loudest to me are much simpler, less lofty,

perhaps, in their bread-and-butter tone, more stereotypically “altogether female.” In a letter

Dorthy Thompson’s son received after her death in 1961, the last sentence was “As I write this

little note, I feel very grateful.” Me, too: for all the women who laid the groundwork. These are

my words; this is their world, a world in which we can wear our gender on our sleeves,

unabashedly, as we go about the business of thinking out loud.UNSOLICITED OPINIONSAt a

dinner mourning his retirment, Tom Wicker, who had been a columnist at the Times for a

quarter century, read a letter he’d received that day from a reader: “1992 is shaping up to be a

good year. First we got rid of Gorbachev and now we’re getting rid of you.”We laugh at the mail

from readers that suggests that we are mistaken, ill informed, or are just plain idiots. And yet I

find it inescapable, and telling, too, that the letters I receive from readers that are strongest in

every way—powerfully moving as well as horribly insulting—are the ones that come as the

result of columns about those issues I’ve embraced most passionately.It has always seemed to

me that this bully pulpit should devote itself, in large part, to those who have no pulpit at all, to

the publicly disfranchised. While I care about the affairs of the White House, Congress, and the

world community, there are many more people to speak for and about them than there are to

speak for the powerless, whether it be the homeless, the poor, the gay men and lesbians,

African-Americans, the terminally ill, or people with AIDS. I have chosen often to write about

those people and their problems. And the response has often been discouraging.I don’t mean

that all the mail is brickbats. I remember the day my assistant called to say, “You got a fan letter

from Paul Simon!” It was only later that I realized I didn’t know whether it was the singer or the

senator. (It was the senator.) When I won the Pulitzer Prize in 1992, I was often asked what the

best thing about it was. The honest answer is that everything about winning the Pulitzer is

great. But the thing I found most cheering was the mail from perfect strangers (emphasis on

the adjective) who took time out to say: Congratulations. We are pleased and proud. I kept all

those letters, and when I’m getting clobbered pretty badly I’ll read one or two.Because part of

this job is getting clobbered with some regularity. In my case, the columns that generate the

most mail tend to be the ones about those social-welfare issues that move me most powerfully.

The response to those issues never ceases to amaze me: the meanness, the vitriol, the Old

Testament verses, the Ku Klux Klan literature. With the exception of abortion, I receive no mail

on any issue that is as horrid and ignorant as the mail I get on gay rights. (While I have

received a fair number of passionate, intelligent, deeply thoughtful letters about why abortion is

wrong, I have yet to receive such a letter about homosexuality.) I will never understand people

who think that the way to show their righteous opposition to sexual freedom is to write letters

full of filthy words. Nor do I understand people like the man who thought the way to show us

what he thought of the idea of gay people serving in the military was to send a box of dead

roaches. And by first-class mail, too.But the flip side of all this comes when you give voice to



people who feel rendered mute by the great world. They are grateful out of all proportion to the

simple act.I was prepared to be reviled for suggesting that gay Irish should be given a place in

the St. Patrick’s Day parade, and I was. (“It’s a good thing her grandfather’s already dead,” one

caller said the day the column appeared, “or she would have killed him for sure this morning.”)

But I was not prepared for the letters of gratitude from so many gay people. I was prepared for

negative mail about an affirmative action column. But I was not prepared for all the mail from

African-Americans who said, “Thank you for speaking our truth.”I was unprepared for the

reaction we got when I wrote about the press itself, about how and why we do what we do.

Clearly the readers believed we never considered such things, when in fact it sometimes

seems that considering them is most of what we do. This was particularly true of what became,

for a while, my best-known column, a piece criticizing The New York Times for its coverage of

the woman who had accused William Kennedy Smith of raping her in Palm Beach. (Mr. Smith,

of course, was later acquitted of those charges and the woman, Patricia Bowman, went public

to insist that what she had said was true. But before and during the trial the question of using

her name was of great moment.) I made the mistake of going on vacation soon after that

column, and several readers called to ask whether I had been fired. One right-wing zealot

thought that after months of championing welfare cheats, boozy vagrants, and perverts I had

finally gotten my just deserts. “Quindlen,” he wrote with glee, like Tom Wicker’s New Year’s

correspondent, “you are out of there!”We laugh about the mail. But some of it still stings me—

until I recall the balm. When you write about the parents of gay people and a young man writes

to say that he used the column as a way of coming out to his mother and father—well, you can

get by on something like that for a long, long time.THE OLD BLOCKMay 17, 1992The block on

which my father grew up half a century ago is a truncated little street that leads nowhere. If it

were a foot or two narrower, the map makers might have called it an alley. The houses are

identical two-story attached brick buildings with bay windows on the top floor, an overobvious

attempt at grandeur.In this quiet backwater in the southwestern part of the city the children of

Irish-Catholic families played in the late afternoons after they had changed from their parochial

school uniforms. A police officer walked by twice a day, talking to the people he knew so

well.My father remembers that in one fifteen-minute span when he was eight years old he was

hit by four people to whom he was not related: the cop; the neighbor whose window he drew

upon with spit; the priest who saw him messing with a statue, and the nun who saw the priest

whack him and wanted to second the emotion. So he grew.Today the kids on the block are

black. The house where the seven Quindlen children were raised, the boys packed two to a

bed, has long been empty. The small setback porch is still covered with debris from the fire that

gutted the building several years ago. There is plywood nailed over the glassless windows and

the doorless doorway.This was a prosperous neighborhood, a way station to something better.

Today it is a poor one, a dead end. Charred interiors are common. So are crime, drugs, and a

sense of going nowhere.Since L.A. burst into flames we have cast a net of blame in our search

for those who abandoned America’s cities.The answer is simple. We did. Over my lifetime

prosperity in America has been measured in moving vans, backyards and the self-

congratulatory remark “I can’t remember the last time I went to the city.” America became a

circle of suburbs surrounding an increasingly grim urban core.In the beginning there was a

synergy between the two; we took the train to the city to work and shop, then fled as the sun

went down. But by the 1970s we no longer needed to shop there because of the malls. And by

the 1980s we no longer had to work there because of the now-you-see-it rise of industrial

parks and office complexes. Pseudo-cities grew up, built of chrome, glass, and homogeneity.

Half of America now lives in the ’burbs.We abandoned America’s cities.Ronald Reagan and



George Bush did, too, and so did many Democrats, truth be told. And they’re going to have to

ante up now. But it’s not enough anymore to let those boys take all the responsibility. They don’t

carry it well enough.I understand how Eugene Lang felt when he gave a speech at his old

grade school and, overwhelmed by the emptiness of words, offered all the students in the class

a chance to go to college. I’ve heard the argument that Mr. Lang’s largesse takes government

off the hook. But I bet it’s not compelling for kids who might have gone down the drain if one

man hadn’t remembered where he came from, before he moved on to someplace greener,

richer, better.Over the years I’ve heard about sister-city programs between places here and

places abroad, places like Minsk or Vienna. Pen pals. Cultural exchange. Volunteer

philanthropy. And all the while, twenty minutes away from the suburbs are cultures and lives

and problems about which we are shamefully ignorant. I like the sister-city concept. Short Hills

and Newark. South-central L.A. and Simi Valley. Both sides benefit.The pols will lose interest in

the cities again soon enough, because so many city residents are poor and powerless and not

white. It would be nice to think of Congress as the home of idealists, but thinking like that

makes you feel awfully foolish. America’s cities will prosper when America’s prosperous

citizens demand it. When they remember their roots.I’ve walked many times down blocks like

the one on which my father grew up. I’ve been a poverty tourist with a notebook, but I never felt

ashamed of it until now.On that little street were the ghosts of the people who brought me into

being and the flesh-and-blood kids who will be my children’s companions in the twenty-first

century. You could tell by their eyes that they couldn’t figure out why I was there. They were

accustomed to being ignored, even by the people who had once populated their rooms. And as

long as that continues, our cities will burst and burn, burst and burn, over and over again.A

CHANGING WORLDMay 20, 1990These are dark days for the boys of Bensonhurst. Their

world is fading as fast as the summer sun over the city some of their fathers and grandfathers

helped build. They are angry the way people are angry when they see a sure thing slipping

through their fingers.Life was easier a generation ago. They graduated from high school, or

maybe they didn’t. It didn’t really matter, because someone from the family or the

neighborhood could get them into the union or the civil service, could find them a job working

construction or picking up trash.A couple of blocks away would be the girl pretty, with hair and

eyes as dark as the subway tunnels, and then there would be the wedding, and later the kids.

She would serve dinner on a tray table in front of the television if the game was on, or keep it

warm if the boys wanted to get together to play a little ball. She did shirts just right. Looking

good was the thing when the day’s grime was scrubbed away.That has not changed. Looking

good is still important. Keith Mondello never had a hair out of place during his trial. Just looking

at him you could hear the blow dryer going. Joey Fama was found guilty of murder. Keith

Mondello beat the big charges but was convicted of being part of a riot. When the riot was over,

a black kid named Yusuf Hawkins was dead on the Bensonhurst sidewalk. They said afterward

that it ruined the Feast of Santa Rosalia.The people of Bensonhurst will tell you the boys were

protecting the neighborhood. Common sense will tell you that it doesn’t take forty guys with

baseball bats to protect a city street from four teenagers looking to buy a used car. It doesn’t

take a gun.Maybe what they were after wasn’t Yusuf Hawkins at all but everything he

represented. The lives the boys of Bensonhurst were banking on are as dead as Drexel

Burnham Lambert, and for some of the same reasons. They liked to think they were tops in

their neighborhood, and their neighborhood was tops in the city, and the city was the greatest

in America, and America was the leader of the world.All ashes.America limps along, a

superpower that, like a star high-school athlete grown middle-aged, ate too much but didn’t

exercise. It carries a paunch of second-rateness.The girls that were once compliant talk back.



They go out to work, and some of them even like it. The jobs aren’t there anymore. The boys

don’t like to talk of slow housing starts or municipal cutbacks. They talk of how the jobs were all

given away to blacks and Hispanics. Last week in Bensonhurst one of the delis put a picture of

a watermelon in the window.While the trial was going on, a study was released showing that,

after blacks and Hispanics, Italian kids are most likely to drop out of school in New York. This

came as a surprise to academia, but not to Bensonhurst. The kids who go to college move

away, from the neighborhood and from their families, and that’s no good.When you say these

things people will say you are anti-Italian, but ethnicity is beside the point. The boys of

Bensonhurst have cousins all over America, from Irish-American boys in parts of Boston to

good old boys in small towns down South. They were given to understand that they were

better, not because they were smart or capable, but just because they were white men in a

world that hated anyone who wasn’t.And then the world changed. But they didn’t.A black kid

died in Bensonhurst, and someone killed him. You could argue that the whole block did it,

although Mayor Dinkins refused to countenance group guilt. But these are places where people

keep watch on the street, and as surely as someone is going to give my kids hell if they step off

the curb on my block, someone watched the mob and they’ve kept quiet about it all this time.

And they always will. This is the code of the boys, wherever they live: Take care of your own.

No matter what.Keeping the code, and the illusion of superiority, becomes harder every day.

The economy is in the toilet, buying a house seems forever out of reach, and even when you

get a job, you turn around and the guy next to you is black.Yusuf Hawkins died fast on the

pavement. The world of the boys of Bensonhurst, the world they try to protect by any means

possible, will waste away and die more slowly. But it will not survive to convince another

generation of its own superiority, an illusory arrogance that someone thought worth killing

for.THE GREAT WHITE MYTHJanuary 15, 1992In a college classroom a young white man

rises and asks about the future. What, he wants to know, can it possibly hold for him when

most of the jobs, most of the good positions, most of the spots in professional schools are

being given to women and, most especially, to blacks?The temptation to be short, sarcastic,

incredulous in reply is powerful. But you have to remember that kids learn their lessons from

adults. That’s what the mother of two black children who were sprayed with white paint in the

Bronx said last week about the assailants, teenagers who called her son and daughter “nigger”

and vowed they would turn them white. “Can you imagine what they are being taught at

home?” she asked.A nation based on laws, we like to believe that when they are changed,

attitudes will change along with them. This is naive. America continues to be a country whose

people are obsessed with maintaining some spurious pecking order. At the bottom are African-

Americans, taught at age twelve and fourteen through the utter humiliation of having their faces

cleaned with paint thinner that there are those who think that even becoming white from a

bottle is better than not being white at all.Each generation finds its own reasons to hate. The

worried young white men I’ve met on college campuses in the last year have internalized the

newest myth of American race relations, and it has made them bitter. It is called affirmative

action, a.k.a. the systematic oppression of white men. All good things in life, they’ve learned,

from college admission to executive position, are being given to black citizens. The verb is

ubiquitous: given.Never mind that you can walk through the offices of almost any big company

and see a sea of white faces. Never mind that with all that has been written about preferential

treatment for minority law students, only about 7,500 of the 127,000 students enrolled in law

school last year were African-American. Never mind that only 3 percent of the doctors in this

country are black.Never mind that in the good old days preferential treatment was routinely

given to brothers and sons of workers in certain lines of work. Perceptions of programs to



educate and hire more black citizens as, in part, an antidote to decades of systematic

exclusion have been inflated to enormous proportions in the public mind. Like hot-air balloons,

they fill up the blue sky of the American landscape with the gaudy stripes of hyperbole. Listen

and you will believe that the construction sites, the precinct houses, the investment banks are

filled with African-Americans.Unless you actually visit them.The opponents of affirmative action

programs say they are opposing the rank unfairness of preferential treatment. But there was no

great hue and cry when colleges were candid about wanting to have geographic diversity,

perhaps giving the kid from Montana an edge. There has been no national outcry when legacy

applicants whose transcripts were supplemented by Dad’s alumnus status—and cash

contributions to the college—were admitted over more qualified comers. We somehow

discovered that life was not fair only when the beneficiaries happened to be black.And so the

chasm widens. The old myth was the black American incapable of prosperity. It was common

knowledge that welfare was purely a benefits program for blacks; it was common knowledge

although it was false. The percentage of whites on public assistance is almost identical with the

percentage of blacks.The new myth is that the world is full of black Americans prospering

unfairly at white expense, and anecdotal evidence abounds. The stories about the incompetent

black co-worker always leave out two things: the incompetent white co-workers and the

talented black ones. They also leave out the tendency of so many managers to hire those who

seem most like themselves when young.“It seems like if you’re a white male you don’t have a

chance,” said another young man on a campus where a scant 5 percent of his classmates

were black. What the kid really means is that he no longer has the edge, that the rules of a

system that may have served his father well have changed. It is one of those good-old-days

constructs to believe it was a system based purely on merit, but we know that’s not true. It is a

system that once favored him, and others like him. Now sometimes—just sometimes—it favors

someone different.TYSON IS NOT MAGICFebruary Q, 1992Consider the case of two

champions. Both are the best at what they do; both are black. And both are considered heroes

to kids in communities that sorely lack them. Magic Johnson is the one who has taught young

men to use condoms. Mike Tyson is the one who has taught them to use women.Mr. Tyson is

on trial in Indianapolis, charged with raping a contestant in a black beauty pageant. People line

up to shake his hand as he enters the courtroom, his atomic torso packed into a fine suit. He

gets millions of dollars for doing within the perimeter of a ring what in the real world brings you

an assault charge. This must be confusing.People say his eighteen-year-old accuser is a gold

digger, that a man so sought after by women need not force anyone to submit to him. Such a

remark not only confuses sex and rape but ignores the central fact of Tyson’s life: his

profession is aggression. His trial is, inexplicably, being covered in the sports sections of many

papers, as though it were just another bout. Perhaps that is how he sees it. Perhaps that is how

he saw the night in question: I got her on the ropes now.The Tyson trial brings to mind the

prosecution of William Kennedy Smith, who was acquitted of rape in Palm Beach. There is the

same bedrock suggestion that a woman who goes to a private spot with a man in the early

morning hours should know that sexual contact is inevitable and any story of force

incredible.Mr. Smith’s lawyer, Roy Black, has predicted that Mr. Tyson will be acquitted and has

said he would have liked to defend him. (At a bar-association luncheon he also added that Mr.

Smith’s testimony describing two sexual encounters within a half hour had “helped him with

dates,” illustrating that an attorney must have many skills, but having good taste need not be

among them.) Part of the Smith defense was that his behavior was perhaps caddish but not

criminal. Mr. Tyson’s lawyers have taken this even further. They suggest that their client is such

a notorious lech that any woman who goes near him knows the risks.I’ve got only eight



hundred words, so I can’t recount all reported Tyson maulings. There was the woman from

Queens who said he grabbed and propositioned her in a nightclub, the ex-wife who said he

beat her, and the lawyer who was reportedly told during a deposition exactly what he wanted to

do to her, complete with hand gestures.At the Miss Black America event at which Mr. Tyson

met the alleged victim, one contestant said Mr. Tyson was like “an octopus,” and the organizer,

J. Morris Anderson, became famous overnight for characterizing Mr. Tyson as “a serial buttocks

fondler.” But Mr. Anderson did not pursue a lawsuit against the fighter, saying he had “second

thoughts about participating in the crucifixion of a black role model.”Why in the world should

Mike Tyson, a man who apparently can’t pass a ladies’ room without grabbing the doorknob, be

a role model? Whether he raped anybody or not, it’s clear he has disrespected black women

from one end of this country to the other, as though they were hamburger and he were hungry.

The cheerleader-cum-Sunday-school-teacher who says he raped her, so young that she refers

to the way she felt afterward as “yucky,” said she pleaded with him that she had a real future,

that she was going to college. She says Mr. Tyson replied, “So, we have a baby,” and then

raped her without using a condom.In that alleged exchange you have the choices in the lives of

thousands of poor kids in this country. College. Baby. Condom. Future. The role model is

supposed to be the person who points you toward the right one.Every day those kids can

watch Mike Tyson stride into the courtroom on the evening news, and they can see the

middleaged white women touch his hand, as though he were Wayne Newton or Elvis come

back from the dead. And the message of Magic, the message that you have to make

something of yourself, be responsible, face your mistakes, be a gentleman, will fade. The kids

in poor neighborhoods, like the one in Brooklyn where Mike Tyson was once a street punk,

have already learned from the drug dealer on the corner what Mr. Tyson has to teach: that if

you’re rich and dress well, you can do what you want. At least until you go to jail. Or until you’re

washed up. Here is the difference: Magic will never be washed up. In all the ways that truly

matter, Mike Tyson already is.TO DEFRAY EXPENSESMarch 1, 1992They are the children

who fall out of their perambulators when the nurse is looking the other way. If they are not

claimed in seven days they are sent far away to the Neverland to defray expenses.The Lost

Boys made news. The television crews and the newspaper reporters went to that Neverland

called East New York to take note of the fact that one of them, aged fifteen, had allegedly shot

and killed two others in a high school hallway in what classmates called a “beef.” This means a

disagreement.It could have been Bushwick or the South Bronx or any of the other New York

neighborhoods that are shorthand for going nowhere. It could have been Chicago or L.A. or

any one of dozens of other cities. The Lost Boys are everywhere. Most especially in prison. By

then, unlike the children Peter Pan described, they have grown up.We reporters won’t stay

long. The Lost Boys claim public attention for only a short time, and many of us are loath to

walk in their neighborhoods, which makes us no different from the people who live in them. The

mayor was at the high school the day of the killings. He came to tell the students that they, too,

could build a future. For many of them, the future is that short period of time between today

and the moment when they shoot or get shot.Homicide is the leading cause of death for black

teenagers in America.There is a lot of talk now about metal detectors and gun control. Both are

good things. But they are no more a solution than forks and spoons are a solution to world

hunger. Kids, particularly kids who live amid crack houses and abandoned buildings, have a

right to think of their school as a safe haven. But it’s important to remember that a kid can get

himself a box cutter and wait outside until the last bell rings. With a metal detector, you can

keep the homicide out of the hallways. Perhaps with something more, you can keep the

homicide out of the heart.“These boys die like it’s nothing,” said Angela Burton, whose



boyfriend was one of the two killed in East New York.The problem is that when we look into this

abyss, it goes so deep that we get dizzy and pull back from the edge. Teenage mothers. Child

abuse. Crowded schools. Homes without fathers. Projects lousy with drugs, vermin, crime. And,

always, the smell of urine in the elevator. I have never been in a project that hasn’t had that

odor, and I have never smelled it without wondering, If your home smells like a bathroom, what

does that tell you about yourself?
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Life Out Loud, “More political than personal .... I am a huge fan of Anna Quindlen so I enjoyed

this book. However, readers should be advised that if they are searching for the more

"personal" side of Ms. Quindlen, her writings on life, love, parenting, that we know from her

"Life in the 30's" columns or "Living out Loud" book, they might be disappointed by the heavily

political and social commentary in this collection. This is more "Quindlen on politics and the

Supreme Court" than it is about life at large.There is much discussion of Catholicism, abortion

rights, and various "hot button" poli-social issues so I would HIGHLY recommend that anyone

perusing this selection as a gift is sure to read it themselves first before sending it of to Aunt

Gertrude or Grandma.”

booklover, “There is no one better than Anna Quindlen at discussing issues of the human ....

There is no one better than Anna Quindlen at discussing issues of the human condition with

humor and compassion. This book is no exception.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “compelling look at everyday concerns. Ms. Quindlen does an excellent

job of examining life in a series of short chapters, reprints of her column. Her viewpoint is

incisive and colloquial, a refreshing change from the somewhat pedantic approach many

columnists take.”

Catlin, “Anna Quindland. Love the way Anna's brain works and thoroughly enjoy her writing.

Her ideas reflect sound common sense.She mentions that some say she writes like a man. I

don't know what that means, but I do know I've heard her interviews on public radio and knew I

had to read her books.”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/rZmjl/Thinking-Out-Loud-On-the-Personal-the-Political-the-Public-and-the-Private


abcmeread, “Five Stars. Love Anna”

Carol Storm, “Strong-Willed, Sexy, Self-Confident Anna Quindlen -- A Feminist Firebrand For

the Ages!. How appealing it is to read a serious work of political commentary by a woman as

courageous and compassionate as Anna Quindlen. What sets her apart from other feminist

authors is her grasp of middle-American values (love of home and family, reverence for the

struggles of her immigrant ancestors and at least a qualified loyalty to the Catholic church) and

her insistence on humanity and compassion as the supreme qualifications for political and

cultural leadership in our society. She brilliantly assimilates the best of the Sixties

counterculture, the Civil Rights Movement, and Feminism, (not to mention the traditional

Democratic liberalism of FDR and the New Deal) and combines them in a distinctive voice that

is always delightfully irreverent and accessible.As playful and witty as Quindlen can be,

however, it would be a mistake to assume that THINKING OUT LOUD is a frivolous book.

Some of the essays collected here address crimes so horrifying and brutal that it's hard to

imagine even Anna Quindlen being untouched by pessimism and despair. What's most

extraordinary, however, is that even in essays such as "The Perfect Victim" (about the rape of

the Central Park Jogger) and "A Changing World" (about the racially charged murder of a black

teenager in all-white Bensonhurst)Anna Quindlen insists above all on celebrating the humanity

of the victim. Quindlen is a genius at capturing the details behind the story, as well. From her

point of view, the humanity and larger than life heroism of the Central Park jogger can be

summed up in the fact that she was a Wellesley graduate, Wellesley symbolizing the ideals

and aspirations of humanistic, upwardly mobile middle class feminism. Conversely, the brutality

and subhuman cruelty of the Italian boys of Bensonhurst she automatically connects with the

contempt for higher education and upward social mobility displayed by the proudly working

class males in ethnic enclaves like Bensonhurst.It's only natural, of course, that as a Barnard

graduate Anna Quindlen sees higher education as valuable and rewarding in moral as well as

material terms. Middle class kids who excell in academics are taught from a very early age to

view working class kids with different skill sets as pathetic failures at best, contemptible losers

at worst. These are clearly the values that Anna Quindlen accepted unthinkingly as a little girl.

Still, it's regrettable that in her essay on the first Gulf War, "Summer's Soldiers," she refers to

Gulf War soldiers (like myself) as "not smart, not rich, not directed enough for college." This is

exactly the kind of thoughtless, dismissive, seemingly out of touch comment that can be

twisted by a cunning conservative commentator (such as Bill O'Reilly or Rush Limbaugh) to

suggest that liberals are smug elitists who hold all working class people in contempt. Such

unfortunate gaffes undermine the anti-war movement in any war, because they widen the

regrettable but undeniable gap between the progressive leadership of the anti-war left and the

great mass of the American people.Anna Quindlen dismisses the patriotism of more than a

hundred thousand Gulf War veterans with a sneer, on the argument that they're not college

educated and therefore can't understand the core values of a democracy. Yet she writes with

almost religious fervor about her immigrant Irish ancestors, who came to this country not only

ignorant of democracy but (for the most part) completely illiterate. Does she really imagine the

soldiers who fought the Gulf War were any less patriotic or unselfish than the Famine Irish who

came here unable even to write their own names?My own ancestors were Jews from Eastern

Europe. The literacy rate among the Jews at the turn of the last century was much, much

higher than that of the Famine Irish of the 1840's, and the Jews never engaged in ethnic

cleansing and mass murder of black women and children as the Irish did with astonishing

gusto during the Draft Riots of 1863. Yet no one would suggest that Jews made "better"



Americans than the Irish.Anna Quindlen is a gifted, eloquent spokesperson for the values of

democracy, yet she has a selective memory about certain aspects of the Irish experience in

America. She condemns the violent racism of Italian Bensonhurst with regal hauteur and ice-

cold contempt, like Queen Victoria turning up her nose at Jack the Ripper. Yet in another

column she acknowledges with almost disturbing cheerfulness that she grew up in a

neighborhood "where a Jewish family would have been a rarity and a black family an

impossibility." The boys of Bensonhurst used murder to keep their neighborhood all white --

what weapons did Anna's parents use? Does she know? Does she even care? Perhaps in her

mind, racism is okay as long as you "want better things" i.e. to send your daughter to

college.On repeated readings, one gets the impression that what Anna Quindlen finds most

repulsive about the boys of Bensonhurst is not that they were willing to stoop to murder but that

they were defending a working-class neighborhood, not a middle class one. Her loathing for the

murderers of Bensonhurst is not really that of the Union Army soldier for the Confederate

soldier, where both sides have clearly put everything at risk and are equally willing to make the

ultimate sacrifice, but is more analogous to the slaveowner's snide contempt for the white-trash

overseer. She has lived in all-white neighborhoods all her life, yet she almost unthinkingly

scapegoats working class males, equating their class pride with racial hatred and racial

violence. But the equation is not complete unless you factor in the fact that upper class whites

take the right to live in "exclusive" neighborhoods for granted.The subject of race is a constant

thread in THINKING OUT LOUD. Anna Quindlen champions Affirmative Action with all the zeal

of a Union Army colonel holding to the last at Little Round Top. Yet again, it's interesting that

she sees no contradiction between her own girlhood -- all those years in secluded innocence at

the all white, all girl, all Catholic private schools she so clearly cherished -- and the multi-racial

future she wants for other people's children. I'm not saying I disagree with Anna Quindlen, not

at all. I'm just thinking out loud that she didn't insist on going to public school when she was a

teenager, in order to make friends with black kids (like my father) or Jewish kids (like my

mother). I wonder exactly when it was she discovered that black women were her "sisters." It

wasn't when she was serving as an infantryman in Vietnam, and it wasn't when she was a

Freedom Rider in Alabama. Anna Quindlen writes about the Civil Rights movement as if it's

"her" achievement -- as if somehow she deserves the credit. Yet all of her essays, even the

most touching and entertaining, make it painfully clear that she is the product of racial

privilege, and that her view of blacks is condescending and paternalistic, closer to that of an

"enlightened" slaveowner like Scarlett O'Hara than that of a white-trash renegade like the

notorious slave-stealer Huck Finn.”

SanFrantastic, “A humanistic response to America's social issues. I picked up this book after

hearing Ms. Quindlen speak at Barnard Collge, our alma mater. While I spoke to her briefly I

must embarrassingly admit that I had not read her. After hearing her read one of her essays

aloud, I rushed right out and bought the book and preceeded to have several sleepless nights

as I fought to finish the book. This is not to say that her prose is hard to get through; quite the

opposite, as a matter of fact. Her points are made so clearly and judiciously that I was in a

constant state of disbelief. It took me awhile to get through because I kept reading and

rereading essays, each time thinking, "Wait a minute, that's what I think! (I just couldn't phrase

it as well)" I also kept calling my best friend (also a Barnard grad) to read essays, passages,

and even single sentences that I thought were amazing.Above all this collection proves that

there is a humanistic point of view that could serve as the basis of a presidential campaign

platform, for it represents in its totality the true spirit of the American people. Ms. Quindlen's



opinions seem driven by compassion and empathy, not the rules of religious institutions or

political parties whose decrees rarely take into account America's pluralist history and unjust

past. These essays should be read by all, especially junior high and high school students who

are forming their beliefs about ethics, morals, religion, politics, etc. This would be a wonderful

book for parents who want to raise intellectually, culturally, and politically aware children to

read and discuss with their teens.”

Deb, “A retrospective read. Although the book's high-quality writing reflects what is to be

expected of Quindlen, this collection of essays is now quite out-of-date, as would be expected

of a book consisting of newspaper columns written in the early 1990s. Nonetheless, it makes

for some interesting reading by providing an insightful (and intuitively on the mark) prelude to

the political, social, and cultural climate of today.”

The book by Anna Quindlen has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 18 people have provided feedback.
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